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eral Council on December 11, accusing Fisher and Hurd of profiteering.
Fannin was not at the auction; his complaint was based on information he
had gathered afterward in Matagorda. Fisher responded that the General
Council must not have received his letter of December 6, which was sent
in care of Richard R. Royall.24
Since the auction proceeds were going to be delivered to the General
Council anyway, Fannin's injection of himself into the situation seems
puz/ling. Nor was Fannin's the only protest in the Hannah Elizabeth af-
fair. The commission merchant house of Horton & Clements, whose part-
ners were Albert C. Horton and Abner L. Clements, was a guarantor of
the William Robbins, as were Fisher and other Matagordans. Fannin was
Horton's neighbor on Caney Creek, and according to J. Harbert Daven-
port, a noted Fannin scholar, Horton was "Fannin's personal acquaintance
and friend."25 Whether because they were friends, neighbors, or for other
reasons, Horton & Clements signed Fannin's petition against Fisher.26
The squabble escalated in January 1836, when Fisher was given a copy
of Fannin's allegations by a helpful Richard Royall. Fisher struck back
with a scathing broadside defending the recapture of the Hannah Eliza-
beth, wherein he also accused Fannin of African slave-trading, a capital
offense under Mexican law. At the time Fisher made his accusation Fannin
was already a well-known slave-trader, while Fisher accepted the reality
of slavery even as he advocated for its eventual elimination. Interestingly,
one Fannin biographer claims Fannin used the Hannah Elizabeth in an
African slave-trading venture just a few months prior to the November
voyage, which was the same undertaking to which Fisher referred in his
broadside.27
Fisher's public attack not only left Fannin vulnerable to prosecution
but probably discomfited Fannin's clientele. Horton eventually became
one of the top five slaveholders in Texas and was head of a commission
merchant house, entities which often loaned money on cotton crops us-
ing slaves as collateral, and which financed purchases of slaves by giving
mortgages. Horton could well have had pecuniary reasons for signing Fan-
nin's petition in addition to neighborly ones.28 Given Fannin's history and
reputation, it becomes reasonable to wonder if the Hannah Elizabeth were
not also carrying slaves again in November 1835, and if this were not the
real reason why Fannin and Horton became so enraged with Fisher over
the auction of other people's salvaged flour, liquor, soap, and shoes.29
The re-examination of the Hannah Elizabeth evidence also demon-
strates that it has never been clear which items Fannin was claiming were
improperly auctioned. De Leon and CarbajaPs cargo of munitions, pre-
sumably of interest to Fannin as requisition agent, was scuttled before the
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William Robbins arrived on the scene. Kerr requested and was allowed
to buy back, on his own terms, everything that he identified as his prior
to the auction without being required to show a bill of lading. Kerr was
also allowed by the auctioneers to give a note for his purchases and could
have done the same for his compatriots De Leon and Carbajal. Merchants
Horton & Clements made no claim to any cargo on board the Hannah
Elizabeth, nor did Fannin on their behalf.30
But Fannin's complaint that "the vessel was sold" to Captain Norman
Hurd at the end of the auction "with all on board, without going on board
and exposing the goods to the public eye" could apply just as easily to hu-
man cargo as to barrels of soap.11 The official inquiry into the incident con-
tains telling comments, such as "some of the persons elected as officers in
the army of Texas have safer and more profitable business than fighting."32
When a Matagorda judge inquired regarding the disposition of prisoners
from the Hannah Elizabeth confrontation, whom he had ordered quartered
among the citizens, the investigating official sarcastically noted that "as
your committee is ignorant to what class of animals the eleven prisoners
belong, whether biped or quadruped, cannot advise this body the nature of
the counsel, which would aid the Judge in his present quandary."33
Both Fannin's and the investigator's statements are arguably consis-
tent with the presence of slaves on board the Hannah Elizabeth in Novem-
ber 1835, as is the timing of Fannin's comings and goings, as well as the
prolonged dispute between Fisher, Fannin, and Horton. More potential
support for slaves aboard the Hannah Elizabeth is found in the disallowed
claim for restitution later submitted to the State of Texas by Fernando
De Leon (Figure 1). According to this claim, unenumerated cargo with a
"first cost" of $9000 was on board the "Elizabeth" with one "Chain" as
master, a rare reference to the Hannah Elizabeth's captain. A search for
Master "Chain" has proved fruitless, but the name bears intriguing written
and aural similarities to "Chattin," who later was master of the slave ship
Hermosa, which made regular trips to Texas, and, at least once, carried as
passengers Albert G. Newton and William Douglass Wallach.14
Since Captain Hurd bought the wrecked vessel and its remaining cargo
outright, and since the Bravo sailed away with unnamed passengers from
the Hannah Elizabeth while others were quartered in Matagorda, a slav-
ery angle in the Hannah Elizabeth dispute cannot be ruled out. Fisher ap-
parently purchased De Leon's horse and carriage at the auction, but this
hardly seems a basis for his feud with Fannin and Horton. On the other
hand, Fisher's interference in a slave- trading scheme could certainly have
enraged anyone who lost out financially as a result.35
Fisher was no abolitionist, but as a town proprietor and the highest
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Figure 1 - Claim Filed by Fernando De Le6n for the
//a««a/j Elizabeth
local authority at the time of the Hannah Elizabeth incident, he still had a
duty to ensure that Matagorda was law-abiding. The town's growing repu-
tation as a slave trading port could account for its being targeted by the
Mexican blockaders, which interfered with legitimate trade and threatened
the town's survival. Provisional Governor Henry Smith issued his own
condemnation of Fisher's actions without waiting to hear Fisher's side;
Smith's biographer explained that Smith's pique arose from the plundering
of a wrecked vessel, although the breaking up of the ship was a legitimate
reason to hold an on-the spot auction. Whatever Smith's initial animus,
the fallout from the Hannah Elizabeth would have a disastrous effect on
Fisher's subsequent relations with Smith as well as those with Fannin and
Horton. In 1838, Fisher won a defamation suit in the Hannah Elizabeth
case, and the unnamed losing defendants were presumably Fannin and
those who had ratified Fannin's accusations, including the merchant house
of Horton & Clements.36
As shown by his ongoing lawsuit, Fisher's dispute with Fannin and
Horton continued on through March 1 836 and the Battle of Goliad, where
Fannin was executed by Mexican troops just a few months after the Han-
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nah Elizabeth fiasco. The Matagorda community had been emotionally
invested in the Goliad area since the beginning of the Texas Revolution.
Fort La Bahia, near the town of Goliad, was captured on October 9, 1835,
by Matagordan George Morse Collinsworth and a company of volunteers,
most of whom were from Matagorda. The volunteers signed the "Matago-
rda and Bay Prairie Company Pledge of Protection" for Goliad, and later
issued the "Goliad Declaration of Independence ." This first Battle of Go-
liad in 1835 proved to be a major victory of the Texas Revolution, for
which Collinsworth was rewarded with the Matagorda District port collec-
torship on December 11, 1835, the same day of Fannin's letter to the Gen-
eral Council about the Hannah Elizabeth. At the time, Matagorda was the
largest port in Texas, and Collinsworth, entitled to a percentage of what
he collected, and with jurisdiction over all maritime trade with Matagorda,
was suddenly a very wealthy, very powerful man.37
Under the General Council's "organic law," Collinsworth's official
duties included collecting customs fees on legally imported slaves and
intercepting illegal slave trading throughout an area that not only included
the port of Matagorda but all the waterways in the Matagorda District, an
area well known for slave smuggling. Important to the understanding of
the growth of the powerful Horton faction is the fact that Collinsworth
was nominated for his new position by Richard Royall of the Alabama-
Matagorda cohort, the friend and neighbor of both Horton and Fannin, and
whose courier abilities were unreliable when it came to Rhoads Fisher.38
Royall was a documented slave-trading associate of Fannin, while Col-
linsworth eventually married Susan Kendrick, daughter of another Fannin
slave-trading associate, Harvey Kendrick, from whom Fannin had pur-
chased a slave-trading boat in Havana, Cuba in 1834.39
The Goliad command was assumed from Collinsworth by Fannin
in January 1836, as Mexico moved to control its rebellious settlers. By
March 16, with the Mexican Army nearing Goliad, Horton had arrived
with oxen, carts, and a company of mounted Matagorda volunteers to help
his friend Fannin evacuate Fort La Bahia. A few days later, Horton was
commanding his cavalry as a vanguard near Coleto Creek when Fannin
and his men, marching on foot about a half-mile back, were surrounded
by Mexican troops, and the second Battle of Goliad began. The greatly
outnumbered Fannin eventually surrendered while under the mistaken im-
pression that his command would be treated as prisoners of war. Some
of Fannin's men apparently expected Horton to return to help them, but
viewing the rout from a distance, Horton ordered his cavalry to retreat to
Victoria. According to the one member of Horton's cavalry who returned
to fight with Fannin, Herman Ehrenberg, Horton justified his decision by
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saying, "If Fannin had so far forgotten his duty as to surrender, we were
obliged to save ourselves for the Republic."40
Mexico's President, General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, chose to
execute the approximately 340 men who surrendered with Fannin at the
second Battle of Goliad, but the memory of Fannin's martyrs would help
to catalyze the lopsided Texas victory at the Battle of San Jacinto a few
weeks later. While some who had managed to flee the battle were caught
and executed along with the others, Horton and the majority of his com-
mand escaped. Some Goliad survivors, who were in the best position to
judge, claimed Horton had had no choice but to flee, while others remained
unconvinced. Many Matagordans must have supported Horton's hard de-
cision, which did save the lives of most of his command, but they probably
also remained defensive about whispers of cowardice. Others would stoke
the growing feud between Fisher and Horton for reasons of their own.41
A General Convention had been set for March 1, 1836, to address the
problems settlers were having with Mexican authorities. The February
election for convention delegates saw Richard Royall, friend to Fannin,
Horton, and Collinsworth, vying with Rhoads Fisher for the privilege of
representing Matagorda. Royall was initially thought to have won by four
votes, but Fisher presented evidence showing many of RoyalPs votes to be
invalid, including some cast by volunteer soldiers from Goliad. The Con-
vention agreed with Fisher and seated him in RoyalPs place, which would
be one more mark against Fisher for those with Alabama and Goliad ties.42
Fannin, Horton, and Royall were not Rhoads Fisher's only adversaries.
In fact, Fisher is probably best known for his 1837 dispute with President
Sam Houston. The feisty Philadelphian was appointed Secretary of the
Texas Navy by President Houston in October 1836 in a well- intentioned
gesture meant to bring warring factions together for the sake of Texas
unity. Unfortunately, patriotism could not overcome politics. A desire to
assure other nations of Texas' sovereignty led to President Houston's con-
troversial strategy of absorbing sporadic Mexican attacks, while asserting
that war with Mexico had ended through a treaty that Mexico had actually
rejected. Rhoads Fisher was one of many who did not agree with Hous-
ton's passive stance towards Mexico, even though it may well have been
an effective diplomatic strategy.43
Matters came to a head in April 1837, when Fisher personally wit-
nessed the capture of the Texas Navy flagship Independence, with a crew
of 31, by Mexican warships Vencedor del Alamo (Conqueror of the Ala-
mo), with a crew of 140, and Libertad, with a crew of 120. The Mexican
ships had been blockading the port of Velasco. Though President Houston
had relented and instructed Fisher to defend Velasco, his change of heart
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came too late for the Independence, all of whose passengers were taken
prisoner by Mexico, including former minister to the United States Wil-
liam H. Wharton, a Houston supporter who by this time had become an
opponent.44
The public humiliation of the Texas Navy convinced Fisher that an
extreme response was justified, as did a concurrent anti-Houston House
proposal for heightened naval defense. Fisher eventually wrangled a fur-
lough from Houston by claiming health problems, then set sail in June
1837 with the navy's two remaining ships, the Invincible and the Brutus,
on a daring mission to decoy the Mexican blockade away from the Texas
coast. During Fisher's three month "cruise" to the Yucatan, the tiny Texas
Navy captured six Mexican vessels as prizes, burned a number of Mexi-
can villages, claimed several Mexican islands from bemused but obliging
local officials, and seized the British merchant vessel Eliza Russell for
carrying Mexican contraband. Houston was furious at the serious negative
diplomatic consequences caused by the Texas Navy, not to mention his be-
ing publicly misled and upstaged by his uncontrollable Secretary.45
However, Fisher's exploits on the Yucatan "cruise" were wildly popu-
lar with the public, with the Congress, and with the press, and Houston
was forced to publicly acknowledge that Mexico was still committing acts
of war. Through an invitation published in the Telegraph and Texas Reg-
ister on September 9, 1837, a committee of prominent Houston citizens
pointedly invited Fisher to a public dinner honoring his "gallant exploits"
that was set in Sam Houston's own backyard. But on September 4, 1837,
Houston had informed Fisher that an acting Secretary of the Navy, Dr.
William Shepherd, had been appointed in Fisher's place. Houston had
struck back, and now Fisher had one more foe on his hands. Within days,
Albert Horton and others would join forces with Sam Houston against
Samuel Rhoads Fisher.46
The beleaguered Secretary was not without powerful friends of his
own, however, including David G. Burnet, interim President of Texas, the
General Council's Lt. Governor JamesW. Robinson, as well as the most
dominant media figure of his day, Dr. Francis W. Moore Jr., editor of the
Telegraph and Texas Register. The influential brothers, Senator William
H. Wharton and Representative John A. Wharton, were also staunch Fish-
er allies, and most of the Texas Congress appeared to take great offense at
Houston's unilateral action against Fisher.47
On September 29, the House sent Fisher, not Shepherd, a request for
information on the Navy, and would remain intensely interested in Fisher's
predicament. On the Senate's side, Houston was required by the Constitu-
tion to obtain the Senate's consent when appointing and removing cabinet
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officers, and the Senate was united when protecting its constitutional pre-
rogatives. During the called special session on October 6, when the Senate
demanded an explanation for Fisher's replacement, Houston responded
in a letter that the Senate found "disrespectful" and "dictatorial."48 The
Senate demanded that Houston reinstate Fisher, but Houston stalled. The
Senate then ordered Fisher back to post, but Houston's acting Secretary
refused to give up his appointment. Even Senate threats to get the House
further involved did not faze Houston. The furious President successfully
held up the Senate's request for specific charges against Secretary Fisher
until November 7, 1837, the day after the regular session of Congress be-
gan.49
Houston eventually publicly charged Fisher with plotting to smuggle
tobacco to Mexico, taking the unauthorized "cruise," and committing acts
of insubordination and financial misconduct. The financial allegations
were particularly damaging, as they were reminiscent of Fannin's similar
charges of misappropriation. In a formal hearing, the Senate considered
the President's best evidence, but ultimately they found that Houston had
not proven any of his claims against Fisher. By the end of November, the
weary Senate reached a compromise that Fisher should resign because
of incompatibility with Houston and not because of any wrongdoing on
Fisher's part.50
Fisher's defense attorneys David G. Burnet, General Thomas J. Rusk,
and Hon. John A. Wharton were somehow able to convince the Senate
that the unauthorized "cruise" and Fisher's admissions of insubordination
did not rise to the level of official misconduct, even though these acts
undeniably took place. As for the remaining charges, the Lamar Papers
contain a highly suggestive counterargument that the army was engaged
in tobacco smuggling with the approval of the executive.51 Some feel
the evidence for the charges of financial misconduct against Fisher is
the strongest. However, the Secretary of the Treasury during Fisher's
brief tenure was Houston ally Henry Smith, who had taken Fannin's side
against Fisher in the Hannah Elizabeth dispute. Smith's involvement in
Houston's campaign against Fisher is suggested by letters published in
the Lamar Papers indicating that the official charged with examining navy
funds, Second Auditor John G. Welschmeyer, had embezzled with Smith's
knowledge during the summer of 1837. Smith stated that Welschmeyer
was the acting Treasurer in the summer of 1837, close in time when Fisher
said he paid $545.05 "to the Treasurer" on June 6, 1837.52
In a re-examination of existing evidence and claims, it becomes
reasonable to wonder if the money Fisher said he had given to Welschmeyer
had not also been embezzled and if Fisher were not meant to take the fall
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for Welschmeyer's misdeeds. It does seem suspicious that part of Fisher's
payment to the government on November 4, 1837, was converted that
same day into Welschmeyer's salary, by Welschmeyer. (Figure 2)
Figure 2 - Welschmeyer's Claim, filed the same day as Fisher's
$250 payment
Although Lamar removed Welschmeyer from office, the errant auditor
was never prosecuted for defrauding the Republic; on the contrary, all of
Welschmeyer's official actions were made legal retroactively by February
1840. Welschmeyer died a few weeks after Fisher and is buried in an
unmarked grave in Houston's Founder's Cemetery.53
Matagorda Senator Albert C. Horton was one of the few in Congress
to join Smith and Welschmeyer in helping President Houston bring down
their mutual adversary. From November 9 through November 29, 1837,
Horton made resolutions against Fisher and in support of Houston, voted
against Fisher and for Houston, and requested and received the honor of
reading the Senate resolution asking for Fisher's resignation. In support of
a fresh take on Horton's activities during the fall of 1837, it should be noted
that Houston gave Horton $1000 that November to pass on to Matagorda
Bulletin editor J.W.J. Niles, in a failed attempt to purchase the newspaper.
Allegations of an abandoned dueling challenge between Horton and Fisher
during this time frame also seem relevant to Fisher's case.54
As Fisher's star began to fall, Horton's began to rise. By private act
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dated May 24, 1838, Horton was appointed procurement agent for the
Texas Navy, and his large monthly salary of $350, retroactive to the
previous December, was to be deducted from unspecified sums that Horton
was said to owe the Republic. Horton was not a navy man and lacked
qualifications for such a post; the somewhat retaliatory t iming suggests
that an arrangement for Horton's benefit was possibly worked out after
the Senate consented to dismiss Fisher. Because the Hannah Elizabeth
decision in Fisher's favor was rendered in April 1838, it is possible that the
Republic paid Fisher's claims against Horton and Fannin from the lawsuit,
and then sought reimbursement from Horton, especially since a similar act
for Fannin's relief was passed at around the same time. Between December
1838 and August 1839, President Lamar noted that Horton had "returned"
to the Treasury of the Republic (not Houston) the exact sum of $1000.00.55
The Matagorda Bulletin, under J.W.J. Niles, and the Telegraph and
Texas Register, under Dr. Francis W. Moore Jr., were the two most important
papers in Texas during the period 1837-1839, and both were initially pro-
Fisher. For instance, on September 20, 1837, the Bulletin reprinted parts
of the glowing Telegraph account of Fisher's public reception after the
"cruise," as well as a pro-Fisher editorial. Moore's Telegraph, never a
Houston supporter, essentially remained in Fisher's corner throughout his
ordeal. But, although Houston was unsuccessful in his bid for the Bulletin,
Matagorda's hometown newspaper did make an editorial about-face.56
In late November 1835, around the time of the Fisher Senate hearings
and Houston's transfer of $1000 to Horton for Niles, one James S. Jones
acquired an interest in the Bulletin, and attacks against Fisher in that paper
began. After Fisher had resigned, a December 13, 1837, editorial in the
Bulletin, apparently in response to reader pleas for fairness, stated:
S. Rhoads Fisher, the former secretary of the navy, who was
arraigned before the senate for malfeasance in office, has been tried,
condemned, and removed from his station as a public delinquent. We
are ignorant of the facts upon which his resignation is founded, and
must forbear expressing an opinion upon the justice of his sentence.57
The next week, Niles sought to disassociate himself from his co-editor,
Jones, reminding readers that he, Niles, "has ceased to exercise any
control, whatever, over the editorial content of this paper."58 The Niles-
Jones partnership would dissolve two months later in February 1838, and
Jones disappeared from the masthead. After Jones' departure, the Bulletin
became a Fisher supporter again, at least until Niles sold the paper to its
next owner.59
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Matagorda Bulletin editor James S. Jones was the younger brother of
Judge William Jefferson Jones, who would preside over the Fisher grand
jury hearing in 1840. The Jones brothers were from Mobile, Alabama,
where William Jones had edited the Mobile Morning Chronicle, and were
well acquainted with former Alabama legislator Horton. The brothers were
also very close to Georgia native Mirabeau Lamar, who had lived for several
years in Alabama. William Jones acted as Lamar's campaign manager
during Lamar's campaign for President in 1838, warning him not to provoke
Horton or his supporters, and he wrote Lamar's speeches, including his
inauguration speech. William Jones had also worked on Lamar's newspaper
in Columbus, Georgia, when Columbus was also the home of another close
friend of Lamar's, James W. Fannin. Though Fisher supported Lamar, other
Lamar supporters apparently joined forces with the Fannin/Horton faction
to attack Fisher and consolidate Horton's influence.60
As Lamar sought the Presidential nomination, Fisher's feud with
Horton persisted through surrogates throughout 1838, during Horton's
concurrent campaign for the Vice-Presidency. Horton won his home
county of Matagorda against Fisher ally and eventual overall winner
David G. Burnet, 153-103, the election returns providing an indication of
the split in the county. One scholar has interpreted the press of the day as
indicating Horton's campaign in Matagorda "degenerated into a personal
conflict between [Horton's] friends and those of S. Rhodes (sic) Fisher."61
Another characterized the campaign as "effectively splitting Matagorda
County into the friends of Horton and those of Fisher."62 Horton's feud
with Fisher contributed to Horton's loss of the Vice-Presidency. The feud
may also have cost Fisher his life.
Samuel Rhoads Fisher's descendants have preserved an account of
Fisher's death on March 14, 1839, written by Fisher's daughter, Annie
P. Harris. Sixteen when her father died, Harris claimed that Fisher was
assassinated by strangers on the eve of a duel with Albert G. Newton.
According to Harris, Fisher was at a tavern when he was asked by an
unknown bystander if he planned to proceed with a duel against Newton
that was scheduled for the next day. As Harris explained in a letter to her
niece Margaret, Fisher replied, "Yes, I am going to kill a damn fool, or get
killed myself." Harris continued, "The words were scarcely uttered when
a shot rang out, fired from the front door. Grandpa was hit in the back,
killed instantly by one of Houston's crowd, who had been put there to kill
him." During the commotion that followed, Harris said, both bystander
and shooter escaped in a waiting boat and were "never seen again."63
Annie P. Harris' account of her father's death is compelling, but
confusing as to whether Newton himself was present at the shooting or
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was merely implicated because of the alleged upcoming duel. Her version
of the story also has Fisher's death happening on a Sunday, but March 14,
1839 was a Thursday. It also is clear from her letter that Harris had mixed
emotions about her father, and it was written more than 40 years after the
murder took place. For these and other reasons, Harris' narrative should be
treated with both respect and caution.
Harris' version of events is supported by those of the descendants of
her brother Samuel William Fisher, who was twenty years old when his
father died; that branch's genteel tradition is that Fisher was shot "on the
courthouse steps." Court prior to 1845 was held in George Collinsworth's
territory, the Matagorda custom-house located on Cedar Street, which
terminated at Matagorda Bay. The Matagorda House hotel, which had a
bar, was located on the corner of Fisher and Cedar Streets, just a block
from Matagorda Bay and the custom-house. Similarly, the descendants of
Rhoads Fisher, Harris' other surviving brother, were told that Fisher was
shot while "riding past" the tavern.64
Harris' allegation that several people were involved in Fisher's death
is also not congruent with the vague report in the Matagorda Bulletin,
which stated simply that a "fatal encounter" between Fisher and Newton
took place on March 14, 1839.65 However, the three separate Fisher family
traditions, taken together, claim that Rhoads Fisher died in or near a tavern
that was near the Matagorda courthouse/customhouse and that he was shot
intentionally. The tradition's location of the shooting, within a few blocks
of both Matagorda Bay and the Colorado River, also shows that Fisher's
assailants could have escaped by waiting boat, as Harris alleged. These
internal consistencies between traditions and with known geography,
while not conclusive, do support Harris' version of the location of Fisher's
shooting.
Some historians have also hinted that Fisher's death was related to
dueling, and there is other evidence suggestive of dueling, including the
grand jury records. Although duels and murders were relatively common
during the Republic, prosecutions for them were not, since convictions of
even obvious murders were rare. Weighing against a duel is the fact that,
historically, no second for either man has ever been mentioned, although
seconds were always present in a formal duel. Had Newton pre-emptively
murdered Fisher to avoid dueling with him, which is implied by Harris'
account, then Fisher's second would have been honor bound to retaliate,
yet Newton died in 1889.66
That dueling is mentioned across the spectrum of what little evidence
exists in Fisher's shooting weighs in its favor as a consideration. On
the other hand, the fact that Newton was indicted suggests that the
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prosecution either had compelling evidence against him over and above
a threatened duel or was politically pressured to proceed. But no matter
how convincing any evidence could have been for the prosecution,
Albert G. Newton's acquittal was assured. As shown in Table 1, at least
ten of the Newton jurors were somehow tied to Goliad, whether under
juror George M. Collinsworth in 1835 or under juror Albert C. Horton in
1836. A reconstruction of Matagorda'sjury list, assembled in 1841 by the
successor to the District Clerk who handled the Newton indictment, and
augmented by the Fisher grand jurors, shows 237 freeholders formed the
pool of qualified jurors in 1840-41. Of these 237, thirty were either known
Goliad veterans, brothers of veterans, or potentially related to Fannin's
men. In other words, thirty is a generous estimate of the Goliad veterans
eligible and available to serve on a Matagordajury in 1840. The probability
that ten of those thirty would be randomly selected out of a pool of 237
to serve on a jury of thirteen (twelve plus an alternate) is approximately
1/100,000th of one percent.67
During the days of the Republic, jurors were selected from a list that
had been generated by a random public drawing held the preceding term,
but this system was easily gamed. Matagorda's District Court records for
the 1838 Fall Term show a list of veniremen for the 1839 Spring Term,
a list that ironically included Rhoads Fisher, but no court was held in
1839, Spring or Fall, nor was any drawing for Spring 1840 noted in the
Juror68
Abner Lee Clements
George Morse Collinsworth
Hamilton L Cook
Charles Dale
Howell T Davis
John Delap
James Duncan
Albert C Horton
Charles Howard
William C McKinstry
John D Newell
Benjamin J White
Henry Williams
Goliad Battles, Declaration of
Independence, Pledge of Protection
1 836 Brother, Joseph Clements
1835PoP, GDI
1 835 & 1836, Masons claim70
1835 Brother, J. Benjamin Dale, GDI
1835 PoP, GDI
1 835 PoP
1836
1835, Pension claim71
1835 PoP, GDI
1835 PoP
Christ
Church
X
X
X
X
X
X
Colorado
Navigation69
X
X
X
X
X
Table 1 -Albert G. Newton's Grand Jury
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minutes. Some of the jurors who sat on Newton's grand jury during the
Spring 1840 term were chosen from the Fall 1838 list, but not all. The
minutes merely state that Judge Jefferson ordered the jurors to participate
and names the jurors. It is possible that a balanced jury was intended, but
that certain veniremen were absent, and the judge was forced to make
do with whoever was available. With incomplete records, the means of
selecting the jury in Fisher's case cannot be determined with certainty, but
for whatever reason and by whatever means, the regular procedure was
not followed and the jury that resulted was not random. The show offeree
from Goliad in the Fisher case is an unmistakable tie to Fisher's dispute
with Fannin and Horton, which had nothing do with the Goliad massacre,
but which appears to have been successfully linked to it by the Horton
faction. In its appeal to the outrage over Goliad, the makeup of this jury
also suggests that Newton would have been convicted of Fisher's murder,
had Fisher's best known enemy not ridden to Newton's defense.72
It is no surprise that jurors in the Fisher murder case shared social
and business relationships; nonetheless, a close examination of these
relationships can reveal the unexpected. For example, Jurors Cook,
McKinstry, and Mayor Harvey Kendrick were some of those to whom
Collinsworth gave patronage positions at the customhouse. Many jurors
were Masonic brothers. Some of the closest juror ties appear connected
with Matagorda's Christ Episcopal Church.
Rhoads Fisher, a Quaker, was the first person buried by Reverend Caleb
Ives of Christ Episcopal Church, the first Episcopal congregation in Texas.
Albert Horton had helped to bring his friend Reverend Ives to Matagorda
from Mobile, and Horton & Clements had donated the land for the new
church. However, after going to the trouble and expense of helping found
Christ Church and bringing the Reverend Ives to Matagorda, Horton began
gravitating to the Baptist church around 1841,73
As it turns out, five of Newton's grand jurors were also vestrymen
of Christ Episcopal Church, as was Matagorda Sheriff and Ingram fund
commissioner Isaac Vandorn. Judge William Jefferson Jones was baptized
at Christ Church in June of 1840, "he thinking he was soon to die," although
Jones did not die until 1897.74 Juror Hamilton Cook's son was baptized
at Christ Church in July of 1840, with Albert Horton serving as godfather,
and Matagorda Bulletin editor William Douglass Wallach's firstborn was
also baptized at Christ Church in March of 1842.75
Lamar had good reasons for wanting a trusted ally like William Jefferson
Jones inMatagorda's volatile Second Judicial District. Jones assumed the
bench in February 1840, when factions were well entrenched and tensions
high. Special Judge J. W. Robinson, a Fisher ally but no follower, had felt
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compelled to flee the county in April 1838, before letting the citizenry
know of his decision in Fisher's favor in the Hannah Elizabeth case.
Newton should have been prosecuted during the Fall Term of 1839, but the
District Judge, Benjamin C. Franklin, had left Texas in January for personal
reasons. H. W. Fontaine was selected to take Franklin's place, but Fontaine
resigned prior to the Fall Term. The judge who did serve out the remainder
of 1839, John Scott, did not hear any Matagorda cases; as previously noted,
there was no court held in Matagorda in 1839, and the Matagorda District
Clerk's paperwork through 1839 was submitted through the Colorado
County District Court. Newton's case is missing from that paperwork. Two
of Lamar's nominations for District Attorney also resigned or refused to
serve from 1839 through 1840, the respected John R. Reid (twice), as well
as Governor-to-be E.M. Pease. Judge Jones eventually selected William
Delap to serve as a special District Attorney pro tem, "[i]n the absence of
the District Attorney...."76 These substitutions and resignations suggest
that the Fisher murder case was very controversial, while a defiant public
notice posted by Fisher's son Samuel in 1857, accusing Judge William
Jefferson Jones of stealing from Fisher's estate, provides another troubling
hint at the forces tearing Matagorda apart.77
But the most surprising of all the unexpected ties in the Fisher case
come from the Matagorda Bulletin, which J.W.J. Niles sold in June 1838
to Alabama lawyer John G. Davenport, who gave as his references Albert
C. Horton of Matagorda and William J. Jones of Mobile. William Douglass
Wallach contributed anonymous columns to the Bulletin during 1838 and
bought the newspaper outright in late 1839. Wallach was a civil engineer
from a prominent political Washington, DC family, whose younger
brother Richard became mayor of that city. Wallach arrived in Matagorda
late in 1837, and was subsequently provided entree to Lamar's inner
circle through Lamar's closest childhood friend, and the Republic's future
Secretary of State, Samuel A. Roberts from Mobile, Alabama. Wallach's
being the editor of the only paper in town would be a stroke of luck for his
future brother-in-law, Albert G. Newton.78
Wallach was hired in 1839 by the town of Matagorda to remove the
Colorado River raft, a series of logjams seven miles long located about 12
miles above Matagorda. Elimination of the raft would allow navigation
of the Colorado River all the way to the new capital of Texas, Austin. As
shown in Table 1, at least five of the jurors in the Fisher murder case were
associated with the Colorado Navigation Company, which was set up to
fund and administer the removal of the raft. Juror William C. McKinstry
was especially associated with the project and Wallach; McKinstry
surveyed the Colorado River and its raft in August 1839 before publishing
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a short book on his findings, a work which not only referenced Waliach,
but was also printed through Wallach's newspaper offices.79
Horton and Collinsworth were members of the Board of Directors
for the Colorado Navigation Company, and were also commissioners
appointed to manage the sale of the stock. President Lamar was given
five shares of stock in the Colorado Navigation Company by Horton on
December 3, 1839. Horton claimed he wanted Lamar's prestige in order
to help the Colorado Navigation Company's chances for success, but the
savvy politician also might have wanted to tie Lamar to the venture as
political insurance. Hedging his bets, Horton helped host a dinner honoring
Sam Houston within a few weeks of the time Lamar received his stock.80
There is another potential link between Horton and Waliach. President
Lamar had appointed Horton as one of five commissioners to select a
new site for the permanent capital in January 1839. Horton's final report
of April 1839 on the new site is similar to a report written by Waliach
analyzing the Pass Cavallo Bay for the Matagorda Board of Aldermen.
The writing styles are both erudite, even flowery, and both reports contain
hydrological jargon such as "debouche". Stylometric examination of
the two texts would provide more information as to the probability that
Waliach wrote Horton's report.81
The dates of the Austin site expedition, January to April 1839, might
seem to preclude any involvement by Horton or Waliach in Fisher's
death, which occurred in March 1839, but the commissioners only met
periodically during their assignment. Waliach spoke at a public meeting in
Matagorda about the Colorado Navigation Company just five days before
Fisher's murder. A month after Fisher's death, Waliach used Horton as a
reference for his new engineering business, which he located at the corner
of Fisher & Cedar Streets, near Horton & Clements, and possibly even in
the same building. Unfortunately for Matagorda, however, Waliach never
made any headway on the Colorado River raft, and his report on the Pass
Cavallo may have supported the economically devastating removal of
Matagorda's port to a different location in 1841.82
Wallach^sJ^rother, Charles S. Waliach, who was appointed U.S. Consul
to Matagorda on April 16, 1840, resigned in 1842 and returned to the
United States. Doug Wallach's attentions had shifted by that time, also,
away from Lamar to the new Presidential election and to Sam Houston.
Historians have noted the devoted friendship between Houston and
Waliach, and Houston refers to Waliach as "my great friend, Mr. Waliach"
in a letter to his wife.83 By 1844, Doug Waliach had followed his brother
back to Washington, DC, and in 1846, Waliach would visit Senator Sam
Houston of Texas in Houston's lodgings at Washington's famous National
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Figure 3 - Cartoon criticizing a recent duel at
Gadsby's National Hotel, 1838
Hotel, long associated with the family of Albert G. Newton.84
Bert Newton was a privileged, wealthy bachelor of 26 when he was
accused of murdering Samuel Rhoads Fisher. Newton's father, Augustine
Newton, and grandfather, John Gadsby, were the most prominent hoteliers
in Washington, DC and had catered for years to the politicians, diplomats,
and others doing business at the seat of government, including Presidents
Washington, Jefferson, Adams, and Jackson. Gadsby's O'Neale's Tavern
and, later, his National Hotel were the physical headquarters of the
Jacksonians and, for a while, of Old Hickory himself. Sam Houston had
lived at O'Neale's Tavern from 1824-1828 when he was a Congressman
from Tennessee, exactly during the time John Gadsby had run O'Neale's.
John Gadsby ran the National Hotel from 1828 to 1836, after which he
handed over the reins to his son-in-law Augustine Newton. Albert Newton
and his siblings had grown up in his family's hotels, and he had, in all
likelihood, known both Jackson and Houston since boyhood. When
Houston was living at Gadsby's O'Neale's Tavern, Albert Newton would
have been about 12 years old.85
At the time of Fisher's death, Newton's grandfather John Gadsby had
made a fortune, not only with his hotels, but also with slave trading. All
of Gadsby's hotels were staffed with slave labor. Gadsby purchased the
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magnificent Decatur House in Washington, DC in 1836, and, to the dismay
of his neighbors, held slave auctions in the courtyard behind his mansion.
Gadsby and his family are implicated in cases of kidnapping of free black
men and selling them into slavery, including the celebrated case of Solomon
Northup, a National Hotel guest who was drugged and abducted directly
from his room. Augustine Newton is cited in a similar case along with
Newton's brother-in-law, William Gadsby, where both men are identified
as associates of the notorious slave trader and private jail owner William
H. Williams, whose quarters were conveniently located near the National
Hotel. Albert G. Newton was most likely in faraway Matagorda on family
slave trading business when he shot Rhoads Fisher. As shown in Figure 3,
the National Hotel was no stranger to scandal, duels, and intrigue.86
Because of their age disparity, Newton's 26 to Fisher's 45, their unequal
life experience, their lack of known interactions, and Newton's status as a
visitor, it is hard to imagine what could have provoked a "fatal encounter"
between the two men. Disputes over politics and/or slave trading seem
reasonable possibilities given Fisher's history, local dynamics, and the
known metrics of the case. However, our fresh re-examination of the
evidence also reveals that Second Auditor J. G. Welschmeyer's firing, in
late February 1839, or Doug Wallach's speech to Matagorda about the
Colorado Navigation Company on March 9, 1839, are close enough in
time to Fisher's murder, and related enough to events surrounding Fisher,
to deserve closer scrutiny.87
The Albert G. Newton who was tried for the murder of Samuel Rhoads
Fisher is unquestionably Albert G. Newton of Alexandria and Norfolk, VA
and Washington, DC. A notice in Wallach's Colorado Gazette and Weekly
Advertiser shows Newton and Wallach arriving together in Galveston in
November 1839 on the slave ship Hermosa. Wallach married Newton's
sister Margaret in September 1840, six months after Newton's release.
Obviously, these two young scions of elite Washington, DC families had
either known each other before coming to Texas, or had befriended and
assisted each other in Matagorda; in fact, after the National Hotel was
sold in 1844, one of Wallach's kinsmen appears to have been an investor.
Horton's ties to Wallach, forged during Horton's campaign for Vice
President, and later with the Colorado Navigation Company and the Austin
expedition, reasonably explain Horton's mustering of the Goliad troops to
rescue Newton. Or, perhaps Horton was doing an important political favor
for someone who was close to Newton's family.88
Harris' controversial letter describing the murder of her father alleges
that at least two men were involved in Fisher's shooting. Taking Harris'
allegation as true for the sake of generating new leads and theories, the
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never-examined claim submitted to the Republic by William L. Delap,
the District Attorney who drew up Newton's indictment, takes on new
importance. Delap's claim mentions two other defendants along with
Newton, George Robinson and Ben H. Mordecai, and the claim's
ambiguous wording appears to connect at least Robinson to Newton.
As shown in Figure 4, Robinson and Newton appear to have been added
onto Delap's claim for prosecuting Mordecai. The brackets that connect
Newton and Robinson to a central lower-case ampersand do appear to
designate them, or even point to them, as co-defendants. In view of the
biased makeup of the jury of Goliad veterans, it seems particularly striking
Mordecai and perhaps Robinson were survivors of the Goliad massacre.89
There were several George Robinsons in the Republic, including
George Washington Robinson, wounded at San Jacinto, and George Rob-
inson, Galveston printer and founder of the Huntsville Item. Even more
confusingly, there were two George Robinsons in Matagorda County, one
of whom was one of Austin's original 300 colonists, an older settler who
lived in a rural part of the county and was well known in Matagorda. The
**$?:„•„ / x%^.^^V^wfc. ^ ^*- ~
Figure 4 - William Delap Claim Submitted
to the Republic of Texas90
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other was George N. Robinson, a volunteer soldier who came to Texas in
1836 from Kentucky. George N. Robinson was also a clerk for Horton &
Clements, who served under Horton at Goliad and escaped the massacre
along with his commanding officer. Although George N. Robinson seems a
likelier suspect because of his connection to Horton, the older George Rob-
inson could also have been the one indicted.91
A review of the Matagorda District Court Minutes shows that the at-
tempted murder case against George Robinson was indeed connected to that
of Albert Newton. Though Delap's claim seems to implicate all three men,
Newton, Mordecai, and Robinson, the dates that Mordecai was in custody
predate Fisher's death, and Mordecai is shown in the Minutes as having
been accused of murdering someone else. The man Robinson is accused of
trying to murder is noted in the minutes as "Rowland Rickey," or Rowland
Richey, who appears in Republic of Texas scrip claims for 1836, and as a
litigant in another case in Matagorda.92
Thus, what little documentary evidence has survived from Fisher's era
supports, to a greater or lesser degree, either a duel between Newton and
Fisher, with Robinson and Richey as seconds, or Fisher's daughter's shoot-
out scenario. Robinson could have been helping either Newton or Fisher and
taken a shot at Richey; unfortunately, this new evidence does not suggest
any motives for Fisher's death nor clarify how it took place. However, the
multiple ties to slave-trading that have appeared in this case, as well as New-
ton's and Wallach's connections to Sam Houston, are new leads for future
historians to follow, as are the names of the other participants in the crime,
George Robinson and Rowland Richey, in the search for the how and why
Newton shot Fisher.
The chronology of the power change in Matagorda is a silent witness to
Fisher's passing, but perhaps not the only one. By January 1840, Dr. Francis
Moore Jr., editor of the Telegraph and Texas Register and Mayor of Hous-
ton, was elected to the Senate, where he almost single-handedly organized
and passed anti-dueling legislation that essentially stopped the practice. For
a hundred years thereafter, all who aspired to hold any public employment
in Texas had to swear they had never been involved in or enabled a duel. If
Fisher did die in a duel, perhaps his friend Francis Moore, long a vocal op-
ponent of the practice, had felt personally compelled to take action. More-
over, Fisher's main adversaries were office-holders, and public knowledge
of any involvement in a duel would have meant the end of their careers.93
During the years of the Fisher-Horton feud, Rhoads Fisher tried at least
three times to calm the hostilities roiling his beloved Matagorda. First, he
publicly appealed to patriotic feelings of unity in an article in the Telegraph
during his dispute with Houston in 1837, where he urged that "the love of
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Texas make us a band of Brothers" (emphasis in original).94 Later that fall,
Fisher publicly either turned away from or disavowed a dueling challenge
with Morton, which under dueling conventions risked social disgrace.95 Most
poignantly, in a large public ceremony held in Matagorda on February 3,
1839, Fisher, a non-Mason, donated a lot to the Matagorda Masons for their
lodge. Fisher said that, in doing so, he hoped to encourage others to join with
him and "individually commence the great work by individual charity and
forbearance" as "the most rational means of advocating and fostering uni-
versal benevolence."96 According to the Bulletin, also present at the Masonic
ceremony were Harvey Kendrick, Charles Howard, George Collinsworth,
and the members of Matagorda Lodge No. 7 A.F. & A.M., which included
William McKinstry, Hamilton Cook, and William Douglass Wallach.97
Fisher's peacemaking attempts hint at one last possible scenario in his
death. Historian emeritus William Ransom Hogan noted that a gang of hun-
dreds of Army mercenaries and outlaws calling themselves the "Band of
Brothers" had preyed for years on the Victoria area near Goliad, and that
a "lawless band" had plagued Matagorda beginning in 1836. The Lamar
Papers contain two separate statements corroborating Hogan, letters that
complain in September 1839 about the increasing boldness of this horde of
predatory outlaws. Perhaps this "lawless band" was related to the combina-
tion alluded to by Noah Smithwick, or referred to obliquely by Fisher in his
"band of Brothers" speech. Fisher's remark raises a possibility that some of
the actors in Fisher's death were allied to this "Band of Brothers," and that
the Fisher-Horton feud could have been something more complicated than
a personal dispute.98
There are few published contemporary accounts of Fisher's death. The
Telegraph and Texas Register published a stunning eulogy for both Fisher
and William Wharton, who had died of tetanus the same day as Fisher was
shot, calling their deaths "a deep calamity" and an "irreparable loss" to the
Republic, but the article did not go into any details about Fisher's shooting.99
The Matagorda Bulletin's story was predictably brief. The New Orleans
press possibly carried the story, if the dubious Jonathan Sharpe: the Adven-
tures of a Kentuckian can be believed, while Texas bane N. Doran Mai I lard
used "The assassination of Judge Fisher, Matagorder (sic)" as an example
of a "Texas Atrocity" in his polemic against the new Republic.100 Although
Maillard is often discounted as a source because of his skepticism of Texas,
he was in the Republic at the time of the Fisher grand jury hearing and be-
came a member of the Texas bar, and thus was in a position to know details
about Fisher's death and the case against Newton. Interestingly, Maillard
exempted the officers of the Texas Navy from his otherwise scathing criti-
cism of the Republic, saying he had "never met a more liberal, high-minded,
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and gentlemanly set of men in any part of the world."101
Reading between the lines of other anecdotes might also be instructive.
According to Judge Alex W. Terrell, Sam Houston slandered a political op-
ponent named Oldham in a speech, causing Oldham to exclaim to Terrell
that Houston was trying to have him (Oldham) assassinated. Terrell, a re-
spected historian and Houston intimate, goes on to say, somewhat smugly,
that "Oldham knew the devotion of Houston's friends and how a personal
difficulty would terminate."102 "Difficulty" was a well-known euphemism at
the time for a duel.103
Based on the evidence found in this investigation, it appears that Fisher
was killed by "one of Houston's crowd," just as his daughter Annie had
claimed, but for reasons that remain unknown, at least for now. The Fisher
case also demonstrates what many others have already pointed out: the
overly mythologized history of the Republic of Texas remains fertile ground
for historical excavation and revision. Not only have entire populations been
left out of traditional Texas history, but archives of primary sources such as
the Lamar Papers cannot be read for long without realizing that early Texas
frequently veered closer to Sergio Leone's vision of the West than it did to
our often idealized traditions. Leone's violent and picaresque deconstruction
of early Texas in his "Dollar" movies could be more accurate representa-
tions than heretofore realized. Leone's favorite Western, John Ford's The
Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, also called into question the conventional
acceptance of a sanitized and mythologized West. Leone loved Liberty Va-
lance because it showed "the conflict between political forces and the single
solitary hero of the West. A conflict and a more attentive eye looking at the
implications of the conflict. And in the end a pessimistic look at the con-
flict."104
As historians review and revise the historiography of early Texas, they
could do worse than reconsider the implications of known conflicts, teasing
apart their hidden subtleties through attentive and skeptical probing. Fisher's
fortunes mirrored those of Matagorda, and his revised history seems almost
Leone-like in his inevitable fall from favor. Whether Samuel Rhoads Fisher
died because of a duel, fell victim to lawless elements in power, or simply
crossed the wrong people, at least one thing seems undisputable: the whole
story of Texas has yet to be told.
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